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Our multidisciplinary
European Recovery Plan &
Energy Team is headed up by
Christopher Jones, the former
Deputy Director General for
Energy at the EU.

The Recovery
and Resilience Facility

Regulation, Competition
Policy & State Aid

Funding €672.5 billion (€312.5 billion in
grants and €360 billion in loans)

Transport

Funded mostly by the Recovery and
Resilience Facility, the InvestEU and
Cohesion policy programs
(see other bullet points)

Buildings and Renovation
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MEET THE TEAM

We have highlighted the main elements of the Green Deal and Next Generation EU programs below.
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We have a unique European Regulatory
Team with market leading expertise,
years of experience in a broad spectrum
of energy, renewable energy and
clean technology activities, first-hand
knowledge of EU regulation and
competition policy who can provide
strategic regulatory advice and
guidance. The broader Team has an
unrivalled wealth of experience across all
renewable energy and clean technology
transactions, project development and
project finance, infrastructure, sustainable
finance, tax, ETS. read more

Investment in the Clean Energy transition is key – renewable and energy storage technologies, rapid upscaling of clean
hydrogen, batteries, carbon capture and storage, sustainable energy infrastructure, vehicles and vessels, alternative fuels
and the circular economy. More ambitious carbon reduction targets for 2030, a Renewed Sustainable Finance Strategy, a
sustainable corporate governance initiative, a Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism, a Circular Economy Action Plan, an
Emissions Trading Scheme and a review of the EU competition framework will all follow.
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Christopher Jones

The ERP will accelerate the European Green Deal which will be at the core of Europe’s growth strategy, alongside investment
in digital technologies.
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EUROPEAN RECOVERY
PLAN & ENERGY TEAM

The ERP - ‘Next Generation EU’ and the future EU budget will provide €1.85 trillion to help kick-start the EU economy.
The €750 billion to be provided under ‘Next Generation EU’ will be invested in the near future.

Resilience

Funded mostly by the Recovery and
Resilience Facility, the InvestEU and
Cohesion policy programs (see other bullet
points)

Hover for details

Recovery

Shaping tomorrow’s global
hydrogen market via derisked investments report

Global Hydrogen
Policy Tracker

The European Green
New Deal

Rise of Corporate PPAs

The Cohesion Policy and
InvestEU programs
Combined additional
funding €53.1

Funded mostly by the Recovery and
Resilience Facility, the InvestEU and Cohesion
policy programs (see other bullet points)

ETS/Carbon Capture

Acceleration of
Renewables and Hydrogen

RESOURCE CENTRE

Investment & Sustainable
Finance

Renewal

Manage immediate
COVID-19 crisis

Navigate counter
cyclical activities

Strategize for business
transformation

Management of legal and
mandatory changes, risk mitigation
and other immediate issues

Remediate medium-term
impacts of COVID-19 and global
market slowdown

Plan and execute long-term
business transformations and forge
a path forward

Foreign Investment
Review Evaluation

COVID-19: Government
Intervention Scheme Guide

Beyond COVID-19
Resource Center

